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01. NTT-Netmagic Hybrid Services
We combine the GCP public cloud with our ability to provide
bare-metal infrastructure, co-location services and private cloud
deployment to help businesses deploy their workload on any
combination based on the application demands of compliance,
performance or licensing.

02. NTT-Netmagic Managed Services
For many businesses, a qualified Managed Services Provider
makes all the difference. From hands-on support to ongoing
operation of workloads, NTT-Netmagic offers a catalog of
project-based and managed services.
NTT-Netmagic is premier partner for Google cloud Platform to
sell GCP infrastructure and provide managed service along with
it. We have right skill-set & capabilities to help you to accelerate
your Google cloud journey by ensuring full visibility, policy
enforcement and other security control's in place to ensure
infrastructure is future proof and threat free. we follow standard
industry recommended practices during various stages i.e
solution's, migration and operations life-cycle of your google
cloud infrastructure which can be Hybrid and multi-cloud
workloads as a single partner of choice.

03. DR for GCP workloads
Run your primary workloads in Google cloud with choice to set
up DR site across 10 Data centers of NTT-Netmagic across India
using public Internet, VPN or dedicated partner interconnect
connection. Which gives NTT-Netmagic ability as a single
provider to manage your entire DC-DR workloads including
connectivity

04. Expertise on Google Cloud
Industry Solutions Enabled by GCP
NTT-Netmagic solution approach follows best practices
recommended by GCP, NTT-Netmagic uses right set of tools,
templates and processes, which helps clients leverage IT
modernization with Google cloud Tools, templates, and industry
solution best practices to help clients leverage modular and
modern platforms.
Netmagic have 30+ Google cloud certified engineers, who helps
to ensures that solution is designed by following Google
recommended standard processes, right set processes & tools
are used for greenfield and brown-field deployments.

Cloud Transformation & Migrations
NTT-Netmagic have a portfolio and capabilities to help you in
your end-to-end cloud transformation journey, from consult,
design, migration and managing operations cycle for your entire
IT infrastructure.

Security on GCP
NTT-Netmagic follows stringent security practices to ensure
security is set at its best, which helps you to reduce risk and
accelerate your cloud adoption on Google cloud Platform, with
dedicated team who takes care of your security landscape on
GCP and other workloads across on-premises and other cloud.

SAP on GCP
NTT-Netmagic is SAP certified partner for SAP Hosting, Cloud
and Infrastructure Operations and SAP HANA operations
services with many happy customers with SAP workloads in
hybrid environment. our unique ability to manage SAP
infrastructure in hybrid environment helps us to fast track
SAP migrations, speed up greenfield deployments, from few
weeks to few days.
NTT-Netmagic helps you in cloud hosting of applications, SAP
product license and support, custom solution, Installation,
migration and implementation support along with managed
services for operations lifecycle.

Data Centricity and Analytics on GCP and Desktop as
a Service Solution
Unlock your data and re-imagine your business with Google
cloud's fully managed analytic platform, which empowers
your business while eliminating constraints of scale,
performance and cost.
Our "Desktop as a Service" offering with Google cloud helps
you to deploy and use desktops in google cloud in few
minutes with much lower cost, reduced TCO, fully secure and
can be accessible from any device and anywhere with
unparalleled user experience without any GCP skill-set.

05. Cloud Analytics & Performance capabilities
NTT-Netmagic has invested in skills and tools that enable
customers to optimize resources and costs across public
clouds. Our Simpli-Insight service in partnership with VMware
CloudHealth provides real time access to managed
multi-cloud workloads. Further, our partnership with
AppDynamics provides customers’ with the ability to manage
application performance across different cloud environments
and end user devices. By leveraging this capability, customers
can proactively remove bottlenecks and ensure seamless
experience for end users.

06. Cloud Connectivity using Partner
Interconnect
NTT-Netmagic's Cloud Connect service offers secure
connectivity to Google cloud using Partner Interconnect over
layer-2 connection, ensuring stringent network performance,
latency and availability SLA.
Using cloud connect service, customer can connect their
hybrid and multi-cloud workloads.

07. Simpli ODB service for Oracle workloads
with Google Cloud
SimpliODB is an architecture driven hybrid cloud service
delivering high performance pool of compute and storage
resources for Oracle DB hosting.
It is fully managed service leveraging GCP services on a high
speed interconnect.

